ABSTRACT With the fast-growing development of mobile devices, the application of high-end threedimensional (3-D) graphics is expanding to include usage in mobile platforms. Recent mobile application processors are equipped with a multicore CPU and a mobile GPU on a single chip, thereby enabling the incorporation of high-end 3-D graphics into mobile devices. The problem is that such features consume large amounts of power. Thus, previous studies focused on estimating the power consumption of mobile GPUs, but such research has been unfamiliar with user perspective. To address this deficiency, the current work developed a novel performance prediction model for mobile GPUs on Adreno. The model uses both the instruction throughput of a unified shader and GFLOPS. The utilization of the Adreno GPUs was adjusted to its maximum value to ensure that their performance is unaffected by dynamic voltage and frequency scaling and throttling functions. The model was validated using GFXBench under real game application environments. The simulation results provided the computational rates of each hardware unit of the Adreno GPUs and the rate of increase in the instruction processing of the unified shader. To verify the accuracy of the model, we compared the difference rates of the prediction results between those derived from the proposed model and those using Snapdragon profiler. The average error rate was 3.32% with three applications running on four different mobile devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the performance of smartphone processor called as application processor (AP) has been improved greatly with the help of the development of semiconductor design and process technology. Current APs are characterized by system-on-chip (SoC) technology that integrates a multicore CPU and a GPU. An example is Qualcomm's Snapdragon 835, which is a mobile platform designed with a Kryo 280 CPU that consists of eight 64-bit 2.45 GHz cores and a Qualcomm Adreno 540 GPU. This CPU-GPU integration has increased the use of high-end three-dimensional (3D) graphics applications, including virtual reality, and high-performance 3D rendering software in mobile devices. Figure 1 shows a recently developed high-end 3D game application called Shadowgun Legends for Android and iOS devices.
High-quality graphics require substantial power consumption [1] , [2] , but mobile platforms have less physical storage than PC platforms. This limitation restricts the power and computational capacities of mobile devices and confines their processing speed to a relatively low level. High-quality graphics processing under restricted resource conditions critically affects hardware design. Therefore, the capacity to predict electronic power consumption during 3D graphics processing on mobile GPUs can lead to significant competitiveness in product design and manufacturing. The power consumption of mobile GPUs is directly related to processing performance. When graphics throughput and computational effort are high, for example, the heat and power consumption of APs critically increases. Accurately predicting power consumption therefore necessitates the identification of factors related to the performance of mobile GPUs. Accordingly, many studies have explored various ways of measuring and predicting the power consumption of the aforementioned processing technology.
Two methods of power consumption prediction are typically used for mobile GPUs. The first is analyzing the power consumed in each graphics processing step, and the second is examining power consumption on the basis of the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and utilization information of a CPU and GPU. The former uses 3D graphics scene attributes [3] or primitive pipeline information [4] or involves the analysis of power consumption in the pipeline stage [5] . The latter involves examining power consumption by monitoring the deviation caused by DVFS [6] , [7] . Some researchers proposed a technique based on the utilization information of a GPU H/W unit [8] , whereas others introduced a model for estimating 3D rendering performance on the basis of low-level performance measured in the early design stage of a SoC [9] .
In general, establishing a performance prediction model on a desktop and mobile GPUs is difficult. A rare case was the prediction of desktop GPU performance on a weblog [10] , and another involved the prediction of speed improvements on a desktop GPU through machine learning [11] . In the first method, an equation for a GPU processing step that occurs during calculation was proposed, and GPU specifications were substituted into the proposed equation to predict GPU performance. In the second method, feasible improvement in GPU speed was predicted with the help of a machine learning system that uses CPU profile data. Whether the equation that accompanies this method can predict performance through a linear regression model deduced from learned data was determined.
The above-mentioned methods can be extensively used in 3D mobile devices, but users may not be familiar with the performance of these approaches. This research therefore focused on predicting the performance of Adreno GPUs and deriving a performance prediction model for a unified shader (US) that may be the main factor for decisions on mobile GPU performance. To these ends, we developed a novel user-friendly performance prediction model based on floating point operations per second (FLOPS) values. We employed the instruction throughput measured at a low level to predict performance on the basis of accurate numerical data derived using the Snapdragon profiler. The proposed performance prediction model entails three processes: deriving the instruction throughput of the US, correcting the GPU utilization (GPUU) value to its maximum, and applying gigaFLOPS (GFLOPS) for US performance on Adreno GPUs. First, we derived the instruction throughput of the US, which occupies the largest portion of the H/W units constituting the Adreno GPUs. Second, we corrected the GPUU value to eliminate the performance measurement difficulty caused by DVFS and throttling. Finally, we applied the proposed model on the basis of FLOPS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the instruction throughput derivation model for the US. Section III describes the proposed performance prediction model, which was established through corrections to GPUU. This section also discusses the use of the proposed model for throughput estimation based on the US's instructions per second (USI). Section IV presents the experimental findings and the results of verification for the prediction model. Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND A. ADRENO GPU ARCHITECTURE
A mobile GPU generally consists of a US, a texture mapping unit (TMU), and a render output processor (ROP). Figure 2 shows the architecture of an Adreno GPU, and Figure 3 illustrates the GPU's graphics pipeline [12] .
As shown in the figures, the graphics pipelines of a standard desktop GPU and a mobile GPU are almost identical. Recently developed GPUs are designed with a programmable architecture that integrates the processing functions of vertex and fragment shaders. This architecture is called a US. Operations related to the vertex shader, geometry shader, pixel shader, tessellation, and computation on graphics pipelines are performed. The US consists of dynamic scheduling and load balancing systems, which allocate computing units flexibly on the basis of the amount of work to be handled. In the graphics processing operation, texture mapping and filtering operations are performed by the TMU, which works with pixel and vertex shader units. The ROP controls pixel sampling, for which the main tasks are depth testing and alpha blending to determine the color of the final pixel. The ROP step must be performed to write all rendered data to a frame buffer.
In a standard GPU, much of the graphics pipeline operations are performed by shader cores, which accordingly occupy the largest portion of the GPU [13] . To understand the relationship between the H/W units of the Adreno GPUs and performance, we measured the low-level performance of the GPUs using the Snapdragon profiler (Figure 4 ), which is a profiling software used to analyze CPUs, GPUs, and digital signal processors, among other components [14] . Specifically, we categorized the factors in each H/W unit using the profiler and conducted a micro-benchmark test to assign a workload to each unit. The experimental results indicated that the performance of the US exerts the greatest effect on the performance of the Adreno GPUs. Thus, US performance is directly related to Adreno GPU performance.
Among the H/W components, the ROP and TMU were excluded as performance prediction model components of the Adreno GPUs. First, a micro-benchmark test was performed to assign a workload to the ROP through depth testing and alpha blending ( Figure 5 ). The measurement results of the Snapdragon Profiler are as follows. The depth test showed almost no change in performance values under conditions (a) and (b) ( Figure 5 ). The same result was derived in the alpha blending test, this time for conditions (c) and (d) ( Figure 5 ). Both the depth and alpha blending tests had no effect on overall performance at 60 frames per second (FPS). We tested performance under an excessive workload ( Figure 5 (e)) and found a slight decrease in FPS. However, this reduction was not caused by the depth and alpha blending tests but by the reduction in performance due to processing in the US. In the case of games and general benchmarks, it is judged that there is no or little performance degradation due to ROP because excessive workload is not given as in (e).
To understand the effects of the TMU on performance, we assigned various workloads to the TMU through displacement mapping, multi-texture mapping, and texture filtering. The displacement mapping was carried out primarily by the fragment shader and the TMU [15] , [16] . As shown in Figure 6 (a), during the displacement mapping, the height map read and color calculation are performed. In this process, we modified the displacement mapping algorithm as shown in Figure 6 (c) to have only the TMU workload.
Since the height map read step is performed only by the TMU, the texture data read count is gradually increased. Figure 6 (d) shows that the modified shader code imposes no workload on the fragment shader because the search and color calculation process has been removed. We increased the texture memory read count per pixel up to 50 times, but no FPS reduction occurred even in the lowest performance G2 of the device. Typical applications running on a mobile platform do not have so many texture reads per pixel. Nevertheless, to discern performance changes, we continued to raise the texture read count and assigned an excessive workload. The experimental results showed that performance diminished at a texture read count of 100 or more, leading us to conclude that performance decreased because of the workload of the TMU. In typical mobile applications, however, overburdening to a level as much as a micro-benchmark is rare.
As shown in Figure 7 , we experimented with our own micro-benchmark, but observing performance changes was difficult because of the filtering methods and the number of textures adopted in this work. Many current mobile games do not use advanced texture filtering, which entails high computational costs given power consumption and performance issues. Correspondingly, a user typically chooses texture resolution to be rendered at a point of trade-off between performance and quality. This explanation clarifies that the ROP and TMU represent a minor proportion of Adreno GPU structure. Thus, these components minimally affect performance. On this basis, we propose an Adreno GPU performance prediction model based on the throughput of instructions in the US. 
B. RELATED WORK
Researchers have proposed a number of approaches to measuring and predicting GPU performance, with most focusing on power consumption modeling. Huang et al. [3] for example, developed a high-level energy consumption model for embedded graphics processors on the basis of graphics attributes. The authors also developed a micro-benchmark suite specifically tailored to an embedded GPU design and constructed a high-level energy model to assist graphics programmers in balancing performance, quality, and energy budget. Vatjus-Anttila et al. [4] introduced a mathematical model for predicting the power consumption of a mobile GPU. The authors modified the triangle using scene and camera views, which accordingly changed power consumption. In the model proposed in [4] , power changes occurred immediately even though power consumption changed gradually. Mochocki et al. [5] conducted an in-depth quantitative analysis of the power consumption of mobile 3D graphics pipelines, with the authors examining the effects of various 3D graphics factors, such as resolution, frame rate, level of detail, lighting and texture maps on power consumption. The authors likewise identified and compared the benefits of candidate DVFS schemes for mobile 3D graphics pipelines. Their experimental results showed that DVFS for mobile 3D graphics reduces energy consumption by as much as 50%. However, the study did not develop a prediction model and was aimed at reducing power consumption. To establish an accurate GPU power model for smartphones, Kim et al. [6] adopted a new DVFS scheme, but this approach is inaccurate given that it indirectly estimates the dynamic power consumption of a GPU. In addition, the authors could not ascertain whether the additional power consumption of the CPU was completely excluded when they ran the test application.
Pathania et al. [7] and Yoon et al. [8] derived prediction models on the basis of utilization values of the CPU and GPU. Pathania et al. introduced a power performance prediction model for a modern AP; the model enabled the prediction of DVFS effects on mobile gaming workloads and achieved an average 20% increase in performance per watt compared with that attained using state-of-the-art models [7] . Yoon et al. [8] acquired utilization information from each H/W component to estimate the power consumption of an AP.
Lee [10] presented performance prediction models of a desktop GPU. To predict desktop GPU performance, the authors established a prediction table of performance that occurs during calculation in the graphics processing pipeline. The parameters of the graphics card (memory bandwidth, GPU clock, shader performance, texture performance, and pixel amount) were used to calculate actual performance. Despite the insights provided by the studies, however, the calculation method for summing the performance levels of H/W units is unsuitable for performance prediction. The power consumption prediction is based on the total power consumed in each unit, but the performance prediction should consider the unit in which bottlenecks occur.
Baldini et al. [11] derived a performance prediction model that can predict speed improvements in a desktop GPU. The model was grounded in a machine learning system that uses CPU profiling data. The desktop GPU manages power consumption and heat with users' OS settings. Unlike the analysis of mobile GPUs, the examination of the desktop GPU in [11] disregarded the extensive consideration of DVFS and throttling functions as limiting factors for performance. Therefore, the model may be inapplicable to mobile GPUs.
Xie et al. [9] proposed a method for estimating 3D rendering performance at the early stage of SoC design. The author used low-level graphics performance to estimate the rendering performance of a system for specific graphics benchmarks and built a linear regression model for this purpose. Because of the inherent limitations in using the model for the early SoC design stage, it may be inadequately useful for application by general users.
As for the error rates of both power consumption prediction models and performance prediction models in the researches mentioned above are as follows. The proposed model in [3] achieved an average energy estimation error rate of 7.30%. The method in [4] is based on 3D primitives without access to the actual target hardware and the reported error range was from 0.3% to 3.2%. The smartphone's GPU power model [6] showed an average 2.9% error rate and 4.6% worst case error in system power estimation. In [8] , the average CPU and GPU error rates were 7.1% and 4.1%. In [9] , the maximum error rates were 0.97fps in the T-Rex scene and 0.93fps in Egypt scene. However, in the verification test of [9] , the device used as the training data was reused as the test device. Because the training data is reused as input data in the verification test, the accuracy of the proposed model is bound to be higher. Therefore, it is difficult to trust the test result. It must be verified by a new device which has not been used in the experiment, so that the reliability of the experiment result is obtained. The accuracy rate of [11] using machine learning was 77 to 90% and the accuracy of the optimal device accuracy rate was 91%. In this paper, the average error rate was 3.32% with three applications running on four different mobile devices using our performance model for mobile GPU. This rate was quite less than the existing minimum rate of 9%. Table 1 compares the performance prediction models proposed in previous works, with categories of characteristics specified. In the table, ''model'' refers to the aim at which prediction was directed, and ''target'' pertains to the platform targeted for prediction. ''Model factors'' refer to the factors used to derive the prediction models, and ''analytic model'' denotes the method used to obtain the prediction results. Finally, ''results'' refer to accuracy and error rate in the comparison of actual performance and prediction results.
III. THE PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MODEL WITH GFLOPS A. UNIFIED SHADER INSTRUCTION
As previously stated, the US accounts for the greatest portion of a GPU, thus significantly affecting performance. A micro-benchmark test was carried out to define the relationship between the performance of the US and Adreno GPUs. At each step of the test, the number of vertices is increased by 100,000, resulting in 900,000 in the final stage. The analysis results indicated that the number of vertex and fragment instructions per second in the US exerted the strongest influence on the performance of the Adreno GPUs. In this study, USI (i.e., the number of instructions processed in the US per second) was defined as an index of US performance, and the summation of vertex instructions per second (VI) and fragment instructions per second (FI) was defined as the USI throughput. The equations used to calculate the USI throughput are
The equations consist of the VI, FI, time shading vertex (TSV), and time shading fragment (TSF). VI denotes the number of vertex instructions processed per second, and FI represents the number of fragment instructions processed per second. TSV is a percentage of the time to process the vertex in the US, and the TSF is a percentage of the time to process the fragment.
Although the USI throughput was defined as the summation of the VI and FI, these two variables exhibit different performance processing instructions within the same period of operation. Thus, instruction processing capacity should be revised through weighting when the USI throughput is calculated. The weighting for revision can be retrieved using (2) . Among all the instructions processed by the shader, the FI generally accounts for a considerably greater proportion than does the VI. The FI was therefore calculated via weighting to revise the VI, as shown in (1).
The micro-benchmark results on the USI throughput (Section II-A) indicated that the power consumption and device temperature increased as the workload rose in severity and that the processing performance of the Adreno GPUs decreased. These results are attributed to the influence of DVFS and throttling, which forcibly restricted the performance of the Adreno GPUs to decrease power consumption and temperature. To confirm such influence, we conducted two experiments.
First, we analyzed two cases with and without the use of throttling functions and compared the measurement results of the Snapdragon profiler. For the test, a 3D game application (Supercar Shooter) was operated in an LG G3 device, with conditions enabling and disabling the throttling option. The experimental results showed that FPS was higher than 10 on average under a disabled throttling function (Figure 8 ). Under this condition, as well, the GPUU information and GPU clock speed were higher on average than when the throttling function was enabled. These findings clearly reflected the performance difference caused by the use of the throttling function and confirmed that the performance of the Adreno GPUs was restricted to reduce device temperature.
Second, a DVFS test was performed to decrease the power consumption of the LG G3 device when workload increases. Power consumption was analyzed using the Trepn profiler of Qualcomm under activated benchmark application. The data from the Snapdragon profiler indicated that the GPUU (%) and GPU clock speed decreased when power consumption increased.
On the basis of the experiments discussed above, utilization information was directed toward GPU performance. GPU-related utilization factors are extremely important in developing a performance prediction model. Table 2 shows the features used in the prediction model in this work. The GPUU factors measured using the Snapdragon profiler were GPUU (%), shaders busy (SB) (%), and the utilized capacity of the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) of the shader (SALU) (%). GPUU refers to the rate of GPU usage, SB denotes the rate of shader core usage, and SALU pertains to the rate of ALU instruction processes in the shader. For example, when the maximum speed of the GPU clock was 600 MHz and the GPUU was 70%, the actual operation performance was 420 MHz, which is 600 MHz × 0.7. When the SB was 60% and the SALU was 65%, the actual USI processing performance was the maximum USI throughput × 0.7 × 0.6 × 0.65. Table 3 presents the results of the GFXBench evaluation (MANHATTAN scene). The values of utilization factors related to GPU were measured differently in each experimental devices (Table 3 ). In addition, in the case of an experiment that measured several times in the same device, the utilization values were measured differently (Table 4) . According to the results of the utilization experiment, utilization could be influenced and changed by DVFS and throttling, and shader performance changed in accordance with utilization. Comparing the USI throughputs of experimental devices under conditions characterized by frequently changing utilization values is difficult. A necessary requirement, therefore, is to calculate the USI throughput under identical circumstances by revising the utilization values of experimental devices.
B. MAXIMUM USI
All utilization factors should be revised into their maximum value to calculate the USI throughput under constant conditions and accordingly solve the utilization issues described in Section III-A. In experimental conditions, the GPUU is assumed to be 100%-a percentage that is dedicated solely to shader processes, with the shader handling only ALU instructions. In this case, the USI's maximum throughput can be calculated, and the USI throughput can be compared in terms of a constant utilization value. For this reason, the performance prediction model in this work was developed on the basis of 100% utilization (Figure 9 ), and the maximum USI throughput was deduced.
In (3), USI MAX is the USI throughput to the maximum, SALU is the percentage of used shader ALU of the total shader ALU, SB is the percentage of used shader core of the whole core, and GPUU refers to GPU utilization. The VI and FI measured in Snapdragon profiler have not been calibrated for utilization value. Therefore, to maximize USI throughput per second, USI MAX should be calculated as 100/SALU × 100/SB × 100/GPUU.
C. PROPOSED PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODEL WITH GFLOPS
Because of the variable performance caused by DVFS and throttling, determining performance-related factors using the measured USI throughput is difficult. The maximum USI throughput was thus calculated using the micro-benchmark results. The GFLOPS values of the devices used in this work were obtained from [17] . The research on calculated maximum USI throughputs and H/W specifications indicated that GFLOPS and US processing performance were related. As shown in Table 5 , the average maximum USI throughput of G FLEX2 was twice that of G4; the GFLOPS of the former was also double that of the latter. The average maximum USI throughput of G3 CAT6 was higher than that of G4. The results also showed that the maximum USI throughput increased with rising GFLOPS. Therefore, GFLOPS value was defined as a principal factor in the performance prediction model proposed in this work.
The average USI throughput per 1 GFLOPS and the performance improvement rate with increasing GFLOPS were used as bases for developing the US performance prediction model. The average increase in the rate of USI throughput from G4 to G3 CAT6 (0.02%) and the average increase in the rate of the maximum USI throughput from G3 CAT6 to G FLEX2 (99.3%) were compared to calculate the performance improvement rate with increasing GFLOPS. Dividing these data by the rate of GFLOPS increase yielded the average increase in the rate of USI throughput per GFLOPS (0.0034%, 1.1172%). On this basis, the rate of improvement in the USI throughput per 1 GFLOPS was calculated to be 1.0517% (Figure 10 ). This means that a 1-GFLOPS elevate the maximum USI throughput by 1.0517%.
The average number of instructions processed by the US per 1 GFLOPS can be calculated by dividing the maximum USI throughput of the devices by each GFLOPS.
From the calculation, the average instruction number is 513.7M per 1 GFLOPS. This result indicated that about 2 FLOPS is consumed in the processing of an instruction and that the Adreno GPUs also consumed an average of 2 FLOPS in processing an instruction.
As reflected in the experimental results presented in Sections III-A and III-B, a valid GFLOPS value, which affects performance, should be calculated to predict performance. Correspondingly, we calculated the valid GFLOPS value by calculating the difference value between an index device and a prediction device for which the performance prediction model of the Adreno GPUs was used. We also adopted the number of instructions that can be maximally processed per 1 GFLOPS in the US to calculate the maximum USI throughput of the prediction device. The proposed prediction model for Adreno GPU performance is expressed as follows:
In (4), GF valid is the valid GFLOPS value that affects the actual performance of the prediction device, USI increase_rate denotes the rate of improvement in the maximum USI throughput per 1 GFLOPS, and GF ref is the index GFLOPS value. Here, GF ref uses the GFLOPS of a specified device when it is based on such device; it uses an average GFLOPS value when it is based on multiple devices. In (5) , D p USI represents the maximum USI throughput of the prediction device, and USI max is the maximum USI throughput per 1 GFLOPS.
To calculate the maximum USI throughput of the prediction device, the following steps should be carried out: First, the GF ref should be established, and changes in the GFLOPS of the prediction device should be calculated. Second, the rate of improvement in the maximum USI throughput per 1 GFLOPS is multiplied by the changes in the GFLOPS of the prediction device calculated in the first. Finally, the maximum USI throughput of the prediction device can be calculated by multiplying the GF valid and the maximum USI throughput thus:
GF valid = 220.8 + {(300 − 220.8) × (1.0517)} = 304.09 (6)
For example, the maximum USI throughput of a device with 300 GFLOPS can be predicted and expressed using (6) and (7). In these equations, GF ref has a value of 220.8, which is the average GFLOPS value of the experimental devices in the Adreno 4 series. USI increase_rate and USI max have values of 1.0517 and 513.7 M, respectively, as calculated from the experimental results discussed in this section. According to the calculation results, the maximum throughput of the prediction device was 156.2 G. When the maximum USI throughput of G4 was 82.3 G, the prediction device exhibited a maximum USI throughput performance that was 89.7% higher than that of G4. As described above, the maximum USI throughput can be predicted by applying the GFLOPS of the prediction device to the proposed performance prediction model for the Adreno GPUs.
IV. SIMULATION A. PREDICTING ACTUAL USI THROUGHPUT
As shown in Table 5 (Section III-C), the rates of increase in the maximum USI throughput and GFLOPS of the devices are almost identical. When the maximum USI throughput is calculated using the proposed prediction model, the actual USI throughput can be estimated using the utilization value related to the Adreno GPUs.
The executed benchmark and data analysis of application indicated that the SB was about 60% to 75%, the SALU was about 25% to 40%, and the GPUU value was severely changed because of the influence of DVFS and throttling. On the basis of this information, the actual USI throughput of the Adreno GPUs can be predicted by applying the table of expected utilization information. Table 6 shows an example estimation of the actual USI throughput of Adreno 530; this estimation was based on the table of utilization values related to the Adreno GPUs. Because the maximum USI throughput is the maximally revised value of the utilization value associated with the Adreno GPUs, estimating the actual USI throughput using FIGURE 10. Procedure for calculating the rate of improvement in USI throughput per 1 GFLOPS. The increase in the rate of USI throughput per GFLOPS (G4→G3 CAT6) can be calculated on the basis of (1), and the increase in the rate of USI throughput per GFLOPS (G3 CAT6→G FLEX2) can be calculated on the basis of (2) . From this, the rate of improvement in the USI throughput per 1 GFLOPS can be calculated by applying a section rate as (3). the table of predicted utilization values is possible, as shown in this figure. The estimated actual USI throughput was confirmed to closely approximate the measured USI throughput. Therefore, Adreno GPU performance and actual USI throughput can be predicted using the proposed performance prediction model.
B. VERIFICATION
This section describes the verification of the proposed performance prediction model. The performance levels predicted by the model were compared with the measured performance. The comparison was then used as basis for calculating and verifying the prediction error rate of the model.
For the test and verification, the devices used were G4, G3 CAT6, G FLEX2, and G5, whose GFLOPS values were set to 162.3, 172.8, 326.4, and 339.4, respectively, with reference to [17] . For an exact comparison of performance, the same resolution was set for the devices. The applied benchmarks for verification were the GFXBench MANHATTAN and TREX scenes, which were the most widely used, as shown Figures 11(a) and 11(b) . The BOOTCAMP scene from the Unity sample project was also played (Figure 11(c) ). The data were simultaneously extracted using the Snapdragon profiler to assess the results in real-world gaming environments. The measured performance was the average value of 10 executions for each benchmark using the Snapdragon profiler. Table 7 shows the verification results on the application of the Adreno GPU performance prediction model to the GFXBench and BOOTCAMP scenes, which represent high-level benchmarks from real-world gaming conditions. For the MANHATTAN scene, the error rate of each device was 0.95% to 4.32%. For the TREX scene, the error rate was 0.10% to 6.22%. For the BOOTCAMP scene, the error rate was 0.02% to 5.91%, and the average error rate of all the devices was 3.32%. Since the BOOTCAMP scene had similar conditions to real-world games, the US performance model was found to be applicable to the general benchmark and real-world game. Additionally, the latest Adreno GPU model, Adreno 530, showed an average error rate of 2.96%. These findings indicated that the proposed performance prediction model is applicable not only to experimental devices but also to new devices.
V. CONCLUSION
This study put forward a US performance prediction model for calculating USI, which represents core graphics performance. It also proposed a model for predicting the performance of Adreno GPUs. Through the construction of micro-benchmarks and experiments, the relationships between performance and each H/W unit in the GPUs were examined. The performance-related changes caused by DVFS and throttling functions were also solved by revising GPU-related utilization value into its maximum, and an equation was developed by comparing devices. A highly accurate performance prediction model for Adreno GPUs with an average error rate of 3.32% was developed by applying GFLOPS information about the devices. When the GFLOPS value of the developed Adreno GPUs was known, the proposed performance prediction model could calculate the rate of increase in performance from another GPU, thereby predicting the performance of the next-generation Adreno GPUs. Moreover, the actual USI throughput could be predicted by applying a table of utilization information. From the user's point of view, the proposed performance prediction model can be applied without GFLOPS values and expertise in shader performance. In addition, because anyone can use the Snapdragon profiler, users can extend the performance prediction model through the calculation methods presented in this paper.
The model was verified on the basis of the Adreno GPUs of Qualcomm. Note, however, that most mobile GPUs have a fundamentally similar structure; thus, our model can be applied to other mobile GPUs, such as Mali manufactured by ARM and PowerVR produced by Imagination. As a direction for exploration in future studies, a power consumption prediction model can be constructed using the results of this research. An adequate trade-off between performance and power consumption can also be defined. 
